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A systematic review of
genotype-by-climate
interaction studies in cattle,
pigs, and chicken
István Fodor*, Mirjam Spoelstra, Mario P. L. Calus
and Claudia Kamphuis

Animal Breeding and Genomics, Wageningen University and Research, Wageningen, Netherlands
The genetic progress achieved by animal breeding programsmay be affected

by genotype-by-climate interactions (GxC). This systematic literature review

assesses the scientific evidence for GxC on multiple traits of cattle, pigs, and

poultry. Two search engines (Scopus, Web of Science) were queried for

original peer-reviewed scientific (English full-text) studies. We included (1)

observational studies and designed experiments considering dairy or beef

cattle, swine, chicken or turkeys, where (2) at least one production, fertility, or

health trait was tested for GxC, (3) the existence of GxC was tested directly

based on temperature, relative humidity, or climatic indices for heat or cold

stress, and (4) genetic effects within a breed or line were investigated. The

search resulted in 46 eligible studies, with a (low) risk that the requirement of

full-text English studies may have resulted in some work not included in this

review. Our review shows an increase in GxC studies from 2015 onwards.

Cattle was the most studied species (n = 36; 78.3%), whereas eligible studies

on turkeys were lacking. Climatic parameters used in the studies ranged from

well-known parameters (e.g., temperature, temperature-humidity index) to

more complex indices combining temperature, relative humidity, wind speed

and solar radiation. All observational studies (n = 40; 87.0%) used weather

station data. In total, 75 traits were studied, which were predominantly

production traits regardless of species. Studies on fertility and health traits

have been emerging from 2010 onwards, but their numbers still lag far

behind those for production traits. Genotype-by-climate interaction was

confirmed in 54.0% of the study outcomes. This systematic review shows that

little is known about the role of GxC in health and fertility traits in cattle, and

for all traits in pigs and poultry in general. As current evidence shows that

genotype-by-climate interaction is common across species and traits, we

suggest to collect detailed climatic data and use them to assess the presence

of GxC in indoor and outdoor production systems, as well.
KEYWORDS

genotype-by-environment interaction, climatic parameters, heat stress,
production, fertility, health
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1 Introduction

The phenotype of an animal is not only determined by its

genetic potential, but also by the environmental influences, and

their interactions, it is subjected to. Although breeding programs

and breeding value estimations account for variation that is due to

environmental influences (e.g., contemporary group effects),

current practices do not explicitly include all of the

environmental settings that play a crucial role in the performance

of livestock. Some of the main physical environmental factors

affecting livestock on farms include air temperature, relative

humidity, solar radiation, atmospheric pressure, and wind speed.

Data on environmental parameters such as temperature and

humidity are widely available (either measured in the barn, at the

farm, or collected from a nearby weather station), but currently only

used to monitor and control the climate in the barns (Fournel et al.,

2017; Chen and Chen, 2019).

Advances in automated high-throughput data recording from

sensors, cameras and other technologies have created opportunities

in utilizing big data for a range of applications that go beyond

monitoring the status of the animals and their environment (Koltes

et al., 2019). These types of applications, phrased collectively as

Precision Livestock Farming (PLF), can not only help with

increasing efficiency and productivity, but also with improving

animal health and welfare (Berckmans, 2017). In the last decade,

an large amount of phenotypic data, as well as a considerable

amount of environmental parameters have been collected using PLF

technologies. At the same time, a significant share of the

environmental data has been mainly used to inform management

practice, but it has hardly been used in breeding programs or

breeding value estimations, despite its potential added value (Koltes

et al., 2019).

Heat stress impairs animal health and is currently an important

challenge for livestock productivity (Shaji et al., 2015). If an animal is

exposed to temperatures outside of its comfort zone, extra energy

expenditure is required to maintain homeothermy, which leads to

heat- or cold stress. The difference between normal and lethal body

temperatures is especially small for hyperthermy (only about 3-6°C

above normal body temperature), compared to hypothermia (15-25°

C below normal body temperature) (Nardone et al., 2006). The

detrimental effects of heat stress are well-studied in livestock, ranging

from decreased feed intake, reduced fertility, as well as decreased

production and altered carcass composition (Johnson, 2018).

Considering that global temperatures are projected to rise by 1.4 to

3.0°C by the end of this century, the impact of heat stress on livestock

is expected to become even more pronounced (IPCC, 2013).

Additionally, climate change may increase the number of heat

waves in temperate regions, thereby affecting livestock systems and

specific breeds or lines that are often not used to dealing with such

conditions (Johnson, 2018). Cattle are typically housed in open barns

or kept on pasture, therefore, they are more directly exposed to the

weather, and thus, to the effects of climate change. However, indoor

housed livestock, such as pigs and chicken can also be affected by

climatic stress (Mikovits et al., 2019; Kamphuis et al., 2020; Tiezzi

et al., 2020), at least partly due to imperfect climate control.
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Vulnerability to heat stress is influenced by many factors (e.g.,

genetics, nutrition, life stage), where animals that have high energy

demands (i.e., high yielding breeds) are most susceptible

(Bernabucci et al., 2010; Rashamol et al., 2019; Saeed et al., 2019;

Godde et al., 2021). Furthermore, increased selection pressure for

high productivity in livestock is known to negatively affect

thermoregulation, the ability of an organism to maintain a steady

internal body temperature (Thornton et al., 2021). Changes in the

environment often lead to systematic phenotypic differences (e.g.,

thermoregulatory ability) known as phenotypic plasticity (De Jong

and Bijma, 2002). Genotypes exhibiting highly variable phenotypes

across environments are termed ‘plastic’, while those genotypes that

display low variability across environments are referred to as

‘robust’. Genetic differences in phenotypic plasticity often surface

as genotype-by-environment interactions (GxE), revealing that

different genotypes respond in different ways to environmental

variation. Genotype-by-environment interactions can lead to

scaling of genetic effects, where the difference in phenotypic

performance between genotypes changes in magnitude according

to the environment, or re-ranking of animals in different

environments (Lynch and Walsh, 1998; Calus, 2006). Re-ranking

is often measured by the genetic correlation between phenotypes of

the same trait expressed in different environments, and it has been

suggested that genetic correlations below 0.8 are an indication of

meaningful GxE (Robertson, 1959; Banos and Smith, 1991; Mulder

and Bijma, 2006). As the demand of animals suitable for altered

conditions is expected to rise with climate change, GxE is also

expected to gain more emphasis in animal breeding in the near

future (Strandén et al., 2022).

Several statistical models, including reaction norms, have been

proposed to estimate GxE, which can be used to select animals for

plastic traits such as robustness, or improved thermoregulation (De

Jong and Bijma, 2002). When genotypes are exposed to different

environments, and the environments can be described on a

continuous scale, reaction norm models are suitable tools to

estimate GxE. In the reaction norm models, breeding values and

genetic parameters are modelled as a function of a continuous

environmental parameter using random regression, which allows

for better estimation of GxE effects compared to an arbitrary

grouping of environments (Calus, 2006). Information on the

thermoregulatory capacity of animals can serve as a valuable

addition to current high-throughput phenotyping technologies,

which can be used to generate difficult-to-measure, real-time,

non-invasive and accurate animal-level phenotypes (Bresolin and

Dórea, 2020).

Genotype-by-climate interactions (GxC) are a specific case of

GxE, where the environment is described by climatic parameters. In

this systematic review, we provide an overview of the effects of

temperature, relative humidity, heat stress and cold stress on

production-, fertility-, and health-related phenotypes of cattle,

swine and poultry through GxC, based on the available scientific

literature. The outcomes of this study will shed light on the potential

benefits of incorporating longitudinal environmental data, such as

temperature and relative humidity, in phenotype prediction models.

Specifically, we aim to answer the following questions:
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Fron
I. Which spatial (e.g. nearby weather station, on farm- or

at animal level) and temporal (e.g. hourly, daily, weekly)

resolution of climatic data (temperature, relative

humidity, indices for heat and cold stress) have been

used so far to assess the existence of GxC in the

phenotypes of dairy and beef cattle, swine, chicken,

and turkeys?

II. Which production-, fertility-, and health-related

phenotypes of these farmed animals have been covered?

III. What was the conclusion of the studies on the existence

of a relevant GxC for the analyzed production-, fertility-,

and health-related phenotypes?
2 Materials and methods

The review process was performed in accordance with the

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-

Analyses 2020 (PRISMA 2020) statement (Page et al., 2021). The

completed PRISMA 2020 checklist for this article is available in

Supplementary Table 1.
2.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

A study was considered for inclusion if (1) dairy or beef cattle,

swine, chicken or turkeys were analyzed in an observational study

(where the predictors are not controlled by the researcher) or

designed experiment, (2) at least one production-, fertility-, or

health-related phenotype was tested for GxC, (3) the existence of

GxC was tested directly based on temperature, relative humidity, or

climatic indices for heat or cold stress (e.g., temperature-humidity

index), (4) genetic effects within a breed or line were investigated,

rather than differences between breeds or lines, and (5) it was an

original peer-reviewed scientific article with English full-text.

Review articles and meta-analyses were excluded from our review.

No restrictions were placed on publication date or geographical

location. A quality assessment of the included articles is presented

in the Supplementary Material 1.
2.2 Search strategy

A systematic literature search was conducted in October 2021,

using the same search terms in Scopus and Web of Science. The

following terms were used for the search within “Article title,

Abstract, Keywords” in Scopus and “Topic” in Web of Science:

genotype AND environment* AND interact* AND (temperat* OR

heat OR humid* OR cold OR “heat stress” OR “thermal stress” OR

“cold stress”) AND (broiler OR hen OR chicken OR chick

OR turkey OR poult* OR swine OR pig OR piglet OR boar

OR gilt OR barrow OR “sow” OR “sows” OR cattle OR cow OR

heifer OR bull OR steer OR calf).
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2.3 Screening and data extraction

Assessment of articles for eligibility and data extraction from

the full-texts were performed by two reviewers (IF, MS) in parallel.

Any discrepancies were discussed among reviewers until a

consensus was reached. The steps of the article selection process

are shown in detail in Figure 1. Additional papers were identified for

inclusion based on the reference lists of the remaining full-texts. A

standardized form was used to extract data from the retained

articles, including authorship, year of publication, country of data

origin, type of study (experimental/observational), number of farms

and animals, animal species, breed, environmental data collection

method (weather station/on-farm sensor) and frequency (e.g. daily),

phenotypes investigated, metrics used (e.g. genetic correlation of a

trait between different climatic environments <0.8) and conclusion

on GxC (yes/no/inconclusive).
2.4 Risk of bias assessment

Using the relevant domains of the ROBIS framework (Whiting

et al., 2016), a risk of bias assessment of the systematic review

protocol was performed and provided in the Supplementary

Material 2.
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Publications

We identified 400 scientific articles in the two databases (181 in

Scopus and 219 in Web of Science), of which 141 records were

duplicates and removed consequently. After screening the

remaining 259 papers, 177 were excluded based on title, article

information or abstract content. In total, the full-text version of 82

papers was reviewed, of which 42 were included in the systematic

review. Another four records were identified based on the

evaluation of the reference lists of these 42 papers, and the

subsequent screening and assessment, finally adding up to a total

of 46 peer-reviewed scientific papers analyzed in our review

(Supplementary Table 2).

The main reason for excluding studies based on their full-texts

was related to the lack of direct measures of the effect of the

environmental variable (temperature, relative humidity, heat or

cold stress) through GxC on the phenotypes (Yalcin et al., 1997;

De Greef et al., 2001; Moreira et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2021). Studies

that used grouping or clustering to assess GxC also missed the direct

relation between phenotype and environmental variable, and were

excluded for that reason. Examples include Chen et al. (2021), who

used the average performance of contemporary group as an

environmental gradient in the reaction norm analyses, or Neser

et al. (2008), who used temperature as one of the parameters for

clustering animals. In addition, studies often compared the

adaptation of different breeds to challenging environments
frontiersin.org
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(Melesse et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017; Abioja et al., 2020) or

compared their performance in different regions (e.g. Fennewald

et al., 2018) or seasons (e.g. Bradford et al., 2016a), rather than

evaluating the impact of GxC on phenotypes within breeds.

Based on the 46 papers retained for detailed analysis, a steep

increase in GxC studies was observed from the 2000s, and especially

after 2015 (Supplementary Figure 1). Since 2015, the number of

such studies has more than doubled. The increasing number of GxC

studies since the 2000s is in line with the rapidly increasing number

of peer-reviewed papers on the impact of climate change on the

livestock sector, as well as the adaptation towards climate change

(Escarcha et al., 2018), emphasizing the increasing interest in the

e ffec t o f c l imate and environmenta l parameters on

animal performance.
3.2 Geographical coverage

Most of the 46 included studies originate from the American

continent, with Brazil (n = 14) and the USA (n = 10) having

published the largest number of papers. Combined, these two

countries published 52.2% of the overall number of studies

presented in our review. The third largest number of papers was
Frontiers in Animal Science 04
published by Germany (n = 7), followed by Australia (n = 5) at the

fourth place (Figure 2). The highly uneven distribution of published

GxC papers shows that fewer studies are available from Asia, Africa,

Europe, and also from South America (outside of Brazil). Using the

Köppen-Geiger climate classification (Beck et al., 2018), more

insight can be gained on the climatic ranges included in our

review. Based on the listed countries, we generally cover the four

main climatic groups relevant for livestock production: tropical,

arid, temperate, and continental. However, more specific

information on the study locations is often lacking, so it is not

always possible to assess if perhaps only certain areas of a country

(and thus climatic ranges) may have been included. For future

studies it is advised to report detailed information on the

locations covered.
3.3 Species and breed

The main characteristics of the reviewed studies are

summarized in Table 1. Despite our intention to also capture

studies on turkeys, no study on this species qualified for

inclusion. More than three-quarters (n = 36; 78.3%) of all GxC

studies was published on cattle. The steep increase in the number of
FIGURE 1

PRISMA workflow diagram.
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GxC studies since 2015 is also largely attributable to the rapid

increase of studies on cattle, but after 2015 studies on pigs have also

started to appear (Figure 3). Monogastric animals are very sensitive

to the thermal environment (Costantino et al., 2021), therefore, they

are often raised in climate controlled production systems, at high

stocking densities (Schauberger et al., 2019). Previously, it has been

assumed that confined livestock systems were less vulnerable to

global warming compared to outdoor housing systems (Rötter and
Frontiers in Animal Science 05
van de Geijn, 1999), which might explain the small number of GxC

papers for monogastrics. However, using data from growing-

finishing pigs, Mikovits et al. (2019) concluded that the indoor

climate can be more vulnerable to the effects of global warming than

the outdoor situation, putting animals inside confined livestock

buildings at risk of more severe heat stress. Indoor climate does not

only depend on the meteorological conditions, but also on the heat

production of the animals, increased indoor humidity, the thermal
FIGURE 2

Geographical distribution of the published studies.
TABLE 1 Main characteristics of the reviewed papers.

Characteristic Cattle Chicken Pigs Overall

No. of papers 36
(78.3%)

5
(10.9%)

5
(10.9%)

46
(100.0%)

Study type

Observational 36
(100.0%)

– 4
(80.0%)

40
(87.0%)

Experimental – 5
(100%)

1
(20.0%)

6
(13.0%)

Median number of farms (range) 194
(1 – 233673)

1
(1 – 1)

6.5
(1 – 12)

–

Median number of animals (range) 43809
(562 – 16.4M)

700
(240 – 3271)

87985
(1298 – 553442)

–

GxC was present
(No. and % of outcomes1)

Production 28
(49.1%)

16
(39.0%)

9
(75.0%)

53
(48.2%)

Fertility 9
(69.2%)

– 3
(100.0%)

12
(75.0%)

Health 7
(77.8%)

3
(75.0%)

– 10
(76.9%)
GxC, genotype-by-climate interaction.
1The number and % of outcomes where the authors of a particular study concluded that GxC was present (outcome: decision on a trait in a particular study).
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properties of the building, and ventilation. Tiezzi et al. (2020) found

significant GxC in indoor-housed pigs by using climatic data from

weather stations. They noted that unless farms implemented highly

efficient climate control methods, the welfare and performance of

pigs could be adversely affected by heat stress.

The large number of cattle studies enabled us to further analyze

the published articles by cattle breed purpose. These were

dominated by dairy cattle studies (26/36; 72.2%), which started in

the early 2000s, followed by the appearance of beef cattle studies

more than 10 years later, and more recently, dual-purpose cattle

have also been studied (Supplementary Figure 2).

The genetic variability for heat tolerance is known to differ

considerably between species, breeds, and individuals (Renaudeau

et al., 2012; Tesema et al., 2019). This means that any measure of the

genetic variability in thermotolerance (measured as GxC), may be

influenced by the type of breed included in the analysis. For cattle,

11 different breeds as well as crossbreds were studied, although the

majority of these papers focused on Holsteins (22/36; 61.1%).

Chicken studies mostly focused either on commercial lines or

multiple different lines (e.g. dwarf and normal layers of light and

medium heavy lines), whereas two studies measured specifically on

Hubbard White Mountain chickens. Pigs were predominately

crossbreds, or belonged to multiple different lines, but specifically

the Large White breed was studied in one paper.

Regardless of species, those breeds that have a long history in

strong selection for production traits (e.g. Holstein cattle) are at

substantial risk of decreased thermotolerance, due to the negative

genetic association between heat tolerance and production traits

(Nguyen et al., 2016; Osei-Amponsah et al., 2019). The higher

susceptibility to heat stress in such breeds can be counteracted by

explicitly selecting for thermotolerance, and by properly

considering GxC in the breeding goal (Carabaño et al., 2017).
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3.4 Study type and design

Most GxC studies are observational, including all papers on

cattle and the majority of papers on pigs (Table 1). Based on the

studies included in our review, only experimental studies have been

conducted on chickens. Study sizes vary widely both in terms of

farm and animal numbers. Studies on cattle included by far the

largest numbers of farms, whereas each chicken study (experiments)

used data from one farm only. Information on the number of farms

was lacking in 22 studies (47.8%). In terms of animal numbers,

cattle and pig studies were comparable in magnitude. The largest

study included in our review was Zwald et al. (2003), who analyzed

the test day milk records of more than 16.4 million Holstein cows

from nearly 234 thousand herds in 17 countries.

Most observational GxC studies (n = 35; 87.5%) applied

random regression or reaction norm models in their analyses. All

observational studies on pigs and 83.3% of the studies on cattle used

reaction norms. The remaining observational studies typically

categorized records by the climatic parameter (e.g., into quintiles),

and performed a two-trait (e.g., Espasandin et al., 2013; Halli et al.,

2021) or multiple-trait (Zwald et al., 2003) analysis. In experimental

studies, the statistical model used is largely determined by the

experimental design. Environmental temperature was mostly

fitted as a fixed factor variable, e.g. in mixed models (Loyau et al.,

2016) or ANOVA (Adams and Rogler, 1968; Deeb and Cahaner,

2002), but separate mixed models were fitted for each temperature

treatment group in Deeb et al. (2002), and subsequently variances

and least square means of sire families were compared between

temperature treatment groups.
3.5 Climatic parameters

There are many parameters that can be used to represent

aspects of the climate, and subsequently to quantify their effect on

an animal’s performance. Studies eligible for inclusion typically

used a statistic (e.g., daily mean) of either temperature or of its

combination with relative humidity as temperature-humidity index

(THI), to characterize thermal conditions. For instance, Negri et al.

(2021) defined diurnal temperature variation as the difference

between the daily maximum and minimum temperatures, and

used this climatic parameter in their models. We observed two

main approaches to characterize thermal conditions using THI:

either a statistic of THI was assigned to a period of pre-defined

duration (e.g., mean THI over the last 60 days of gestation in

Menéndez-Buxadera et al., 2020; sum of THI units from birth to

205 days in Santana et al., 2016), or a heat stress limit was pre-

defined and a duration statistic was assigned to it (e.g. number of

days with daily mean THI ≥60 in Halli et al., 2021). Nevertheless,

there are more physical environmental factors that may affect cold

or thermal load. In their study on cold stress effects on beef cattle,

Toghiani et al. (2020) calculated a Comprehensive Climate Index

(proposed by Mader et al., 2010) combining temperature, relative

humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation into a single index. The

summer heat load index used by Bryant et al. (2007) also
FIGURE 3

The cumulative number of genotype-by-climate interaction papers
by species.
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encompassed temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and solar

radiation. Studies measuring the heat stress effect in outdoor

systems also found closer correlations of heat stress with climate

parameters if the effect of solar radiation was added (Galán

et al., 2018).

Overall, 87.0% of the studies (n = 40) obtained climatic

information from weather stations, and in only 13.0% (n = 6) of

the studies, this information originated directly from the farm. We

found a complete distinction in the source of climatic data by study

type: all observational studies used weather station data, whereas

climatic data were collected directly on the farm in all experimental

studies. In the latter case, the temperature was often programmed

by the researchers, as experiments were often conducted in climate-

controlled barns or chambers (n = 4). Records collected from

weather stations can be used as a surrogate for on-farm climatic

conditions, used to assess the impact of heat stress on livestock

performance (Campos et al., 2022). However, distances between

farms and weather stations may differ considerably between regions

and countries. In general terms, the further away a weather station

is, the less likely the it will accurately represent the weather

conditions on a farm (Campos et al., 2022). For example, in a

study performed in Germany (Kipp et al., 2021), the distance

between dairy farms and weather stations ranged between 8 and

36 kilometers. However, for many of the included studies that used

climatic data from weather stations, the distance between the farm

and the weather station was not reported (Bohmanova et al., 2008;

Bohlouli et al., 2013; Braz et al., 2021) or large (e.g., up to 144 km in

Bradford et al., 2016b). Based on these findings, it might be possible

to improve the quality of climatic data in GxC studies via on-farm

sensors. For example, the thermal environment inside the barn

depends not only on the outdoor climate, but also on the animals as

sources of heat and humidity, the thermal properties of the building,

and the climate control (Mikovits et al., 2019). Tiezzi et al. (2020)

also suggested that pig breeders should record indoor

environmental conditions for a more accurate assessment of heat

stress. On the one hand, climatic parameters would be measured

closer to the animals by on-farm sensors (either inside or outside

the barn), better reflecting their immediate environment. On the

other hand, a certain degree of standardization in using on-farm

climatic sensors might be required, because sensor placement and

accuracy could influence the resulting data, among other things.

The frequency of climatic data collection was further analyzed

within the observational studies (Supplementary Figure 3). In most

of these studies, climatic data were collected at least once per day

(n = 33; 82.5%), whereas some authors used monthly data (n = 2;

5.0%) or even 10-year averages (n = 2; 5.0%). More frequent

measurements provide more information, and some climatic

stress parameters require multiple measurements per day. For

example, in the study of Toghiani et al. (2020) on the GxC

resulting from cold stress in beef cattle, first the Comprehensive

Climate Index was computed for every half hour from the weather

data, which was then used to calculate the daily cold load score,

reflecting the daily sum of cold stress exposure of an animal.

In addition to the diversity in approaches to quantifying

thermal load, the effect of heat- or cold stress may be masked by

climate control measures (e.g. shade, fans, heating or cooling
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systems), and details of the application of these measures are

often not recorded (Ravagnolo et al., 2000). If such measures for

heat abatement are in place on a farm, the effect of heat stress via

GxCmight be underestimated. It is also important to realize that the

climatic effect on the animals’ performance not only reflects the

effect of the weather on the test days but also the weather preceding

the test days (Ravagnolo et al., 2000; Kamphuis et al., 2020). Hence,

it is important to consider management practices, and to consider

the effect of the weather across different time periods, to allow

proper interpretation of the relation of the climatic indices to the

animals’ performance.
3.6 Analyzed traits and presence of GxC

The traits covered by the GxC studies were extracted and

summarized. Altogether, 75 different traits were distinguished in

the studies included in our review. Reflecting on one of our research

questions, these traits were classified into three trait groups

(production, fertility, or health). The dominance of production

traits in the GxC studies was clear, as in each species at least two-

thirds of the papers studied production traits (Figure 4). As some

papers covered more than one trait group (e.g. Loyau et al., 2016),

the number of studies presented in Figure 4 sum up to more than

the actual number of papers included in our review. Few studies are

available on the GxC effects on fertility and health traits. Even

though more research effort has been made in this direction since

2010, the number of studies on fertility and health traits lags far

behind compared to those focusing on production (Supplementary

Figure 4). There are several plausible reasons that may explain the

strong emphasis on production traits. Production traits are

economically important, and have been dominating breeding

goals until about two decades ago (Neeteson-van Nieuwenhoven

et al., 2013; Miglior et al., 2017). Due to this, and the relative ease of

recording, production traits have been recorded for a longer time

and more extensively than e.g. health traits. Moreover, the impact of

climatic events is more apparent on production compared to

fertility, where it may take time to see any effect (Cammack et al.,

2009; Miglior et al., 2017). Finally, both higher frequency of

recording, as well as generally having higher heritabilities

compared to fertility and health traits (Cammack et al., 2009;

Egger-Danner et al., 2015; Miglior et al., 2017), makes that GxC

studies for production traits are typically more powerful, and

therefore also more conclusive.

Trait groups were further divided into trait subgroups, in order

to get a more detailed picture of the research directions (Figure 5).

Production traits included milk characteristics, growth, carcass, and

feed efficiency, among others. Genotype-by-climate interaction

studies on dairy catt le have mostly focused on milk

characteristics, udder health, and female fertility. Growth traits

were often studied in beef cattle, broilers, and pigs, whereas feed

efficiency and carcass traits have sparked particular interest in

broiler and pig GxC studies, respectively. There has been more

focus on selection for feed efficiency in pigs and chickens compared

to cattle, where phenotyping is more difficult to implement on a

larger scale (Ouweltjes et al., 2022).
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In total, we summarized 139 study outcomes from the 75 traits

considered in our review (Supplementary Figures 5-7). For 75 of the

study outcomes (54.0%), authors concluded that the trait was

affected by GxC in their study (Table 1). Authors reported no

evidence for GxC in 62 outcomes (44.6%), whereas in 2 outcomes

(1.4%) study results were inconclusive. For those trait subgroups

that had been studied in at least 4 different papers (no such

subgroup was found in pigs), we summarized the number of

outcomes and the authors’ conclusions on the presence of GxC

(Figure 6). Genotype-by-climate interaction was confirmed in less

than half of the outcomes (41.0%) for milk characteristics. On the

other hand, the presence of GxC was reported in more than half of

the outcomes for cattle growth (64.3%), female fertility (66.7%), and

udder health (71.4%). In chickens, GxC was found in 80.0% and

62.5% of the outcomes for growth and feed efficiency, respectively.

Robertson (1959) suggested that the genetic correlation should

fall below 0.8 to have “biological or agricultural importance”, and

this threshold has later been substantiated with results from

simulation studies and is widely adopted in the literature to

conclude on the existence of GxE. Using a simulated dairy cattle

breeding scheme for two countries, Banos and Smith (1991) showed

that with genetic correlations between countries being less than 0.8,

animals selected as parent in one country were unlikely selected as

parent in the other country. Similarly, Mulder and Bijma (2006)

showed that with genetic correlations greater than 0.8 to 0.9,

exchange between dairy cattle breeding schemes was beneficial,

while for genetic correlations below 0.8 this was only the case for

relatively small breeding programs that benefitted from larger ones.

Numerical values of genetic correlations reported in the reviewed

papers are summarized in Supplementary Figure 8. The point

estimates of the genetic correlation vary widely within each trait

group in all the species. Overall, the genetic correlation was reported
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for 87 outcomes across all species, out of which 42 (48.3%) were

smaller than 0.8. The number and percentage of genetic correlations

below 0.8 was 28 (53.8%) in cattle, 7 (26.9%) in chickens, and 7

(77.8%) in pigs, respectively. Numerous papers failed to report any

measure of spread (e.g. the standard error of the correlation

coefficient), making it difficult to summarize these figures in a

meta-analysis.

In summary, a wide range of traits has been studied for GxC,

and the number of traits is expected to further increase, both due to

continuous expansion of animal breeding goals, the more

widespread adoption of advanced phenotyping tools, and

increased frequency of recording phenotypes and climatic

variables. The majority of papers found a significant effect of

climatic variables on the phenotypes of cattle, swine and chickens

through GxC. Even though it is possible that studies having found

GxC might be more likely to be published, potentially leading to

publication bias, such bias is less likely in the context of GxC, as the

lack of interaction is just as relevant for the practice as its existence.
3.7 Recommendations for researchers

Based on our findings, we make the following recommendations

for researchers on conducting and reporting GxC studies:
I. We encourage researchers to perform further studies on

GxC in livestock other than dairy cattle, especially swine

and poultry.

II. The number of farms, as a basic information about the

collected data, should be reported.

III. When reporting the materials, information on farm

management should be provided, if available, especially

on heat abatement or climate control.

IV. If climatic data from weather stations are used,

descriptive statistics (mean, median, minimum,

maximum) of the distance between farms and the

weather stations should be provided.

V. Furthermore, we encourage the use of climatic data

collected from properly calibrated on-farm sensors, to

better reflect the immediate environment of the animals.

VI. The decision criteria used to conclude on the existence of

GxC should be explicitly mentioned in the materials

and methods.

VII. When using reaction normmodels, it is advised to report

genetic correlations rather between the e.g. 5th and 95th

quantile rather than between the extreme values of the

climatic parameters, as the estimated accuracy between

extremes may be inaccurate due to the limited amount of

data. The value of climatic parameters at which the

lowest genetic correlation is found should be reported,

along with the value of the lowest genetic correlation and

the corresponding measure of spread (e.g. SE or CI).

VIII. Limitations of the data, experimental set-up, or

methodology, and the potential sources of biases

should be discussed.
FIGURE 4

The number of genotype-by-climate interaction studies by trait
group and species.
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3.8 Recommendations for practitioners

Based on our findings, and in consultation with industry

experts, we make the following recommendations for practitioners:
Fron
I. The trait to investigate should be measured frequently

(e.g., daily or weekly), if the nature of the trait allows.
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The resulting time-series data can be analyzed for the

effect of short-duration heatwaves.

II. If GxC exists, the need for differentiation in breeding goals

between environments should be investigated. This should

be considered by the parties responsible for implementing

the breeding goal, which, depending on the species could

be either breeding companies, or a studbook, or both.
FIGURE 5

The number of genotype-by-climate interaction studies by trait subgroups, species and breed purpose.
FIGURE 6

Presence of genotype-by-climate interaction in the most studied trait subgroups, based on the authors’ conclusions.
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Fron
III. Tools should be made available to support producers

when they face GxC. This includes, among other things,

the education of producers in the interpretation of

environment-specific breeding goals and possibly new

breeding values (which are more difficult to understand),

and guidance on how to select for improved

heat tolerance.
Efforts to study the effects of GxC have strongly increased in

the previous decade, but these efforts have mostly been focused on

production traits regardless of species. Limited knowledge exists

about GxC effects on fertility and health traits of cattle, and all

traits of poultry and pigs. Knowledge on GxC on production,

fertility, and health traits of turkeys is currently lacking. The

majority of papers still estimated a significant effect of

temperature, relative humidity and THI on the traits of cattle,

swine and chickens through GxC. More standardization is needed

to estimate the impact of climate on the performance of animals

more accurately, especially on reporting the methodology and

results of GxC studies. Detailed climatic data should be collected

and used to assess the presence of GxC, to potentially improve the

prediction of phenotypes and breeding value estimates, in indoor

and outdoor production systems, as well.
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